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Chapter Five 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

This chapter begins by presenting a summary of the research. This chapter 

is divided into two parts including conclusion and recommendation. The first part 

gives a brief overview of the research' finding. The second part discusses some 

recommendations for the government, other researchers, and teacher volunteer. 

Conclusion 

One of the efforts to build language and tourism village is to prepare the 

residents' speaking skills in advance. Some teacher volunteers help residents by 

teaching English in the village every week. Thus, residents can introduce their 

potential tourism to the international tourist. The aim of this study is to find out 

the teaching speaking strategies that are implemented by the volunteers and to 

find out the challenges faced by the volunteers. The two objectives were discussed 

based on the volunteers' participation in interview and observation. 

The first objective is to find out the teaching speaking strategies that are 

implemented by the volunteers. The researcher found ten teaching speaking 

strategies that are applied by the teacher volunteers in their teaching practice. 

Those strategies are pre-teaching speaking strategies and while-teaching speaking 

strategies. Pre-teaching speaking strategies have brainstorming, mastering 

vocabulary, and preparation of other plans for the teaching speaking. Therefore, 

While-teaching speaking strategies have making presentation, doing role-play, 

doing games and English camps, interacting with native speaker, storytelling, and 

circumlocution. 
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The second objective is to find out the challenges faced by the volunteers. 

The finding showed some challenges that are faced by the volunteers including 

external and internal. The external challenges are inadequate facilities and less 

conducive situation and condition. Beside that, the internal challenges are 

teaching ability, lack of students’ confidence, and students’ participation. 

Recommendations 

 This part provides some recommendation based on the result of this 

research. The recommendation is concerned for several parties such as 

government, other researchers, and teacher volunteer. 

Government. This research found the challenges faced by the volunteers 

related to the external and internal. The government are recommend to support the 

facilities related to external challenges faced by the volunteers. Furthermore, the 

government can give the volunteers training in teaching English. It can prepare 

the volunteers to have various profesionals skill that is necessary to improve the 

students’ English speaking skill. 

Other researchers. This research offers some recommendation to other 

researchers who wants to conduct a study related to the teaching speaking 

strategies in a village. Firstly, they are recommend to find more strategies and 

challenges in teaching speaking in another tourism village. Secondly, they are 

recommend to make a study that discuss the strategies used by volunteers who 

have an English education background so that there is a comparison with this 

study. 
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Teacher volunteer. The other teacher volunteer can choose a suitable 

strategy for teaching residents and have more effective learning. Moreover, the 

teacher volunteer has to prepare the things that will be used in the class such as 

marker. This is related to external challenges thus the teacher volunteer has more 

preparation before conducting the class. 


